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IT&E announces winners of Stay Home
Challenge
IT&E is excited to announce the winners of the IT&E Stay Home Challenge. From March 29 to

April 30, 2020 residents of Guam and CNMI were invited to share on their Instagram pages

how they were passing the time at home during the government Stay-At-Home order for the

chance to win a Samsung Galaxy S20 Ultra, S20+ or a S20 with a phone case and 1 year of free

service.

“Congratulations to our winners and thank you to everyone that participated.
Staying at home was crucial to flattening the curve of COVID-19. It was a
difficult time for many and the Stay Home Challenge was our way of helping
our community to take their minds off the stress of the situation, while also
encouraging them to keep safe.” 
— Jim Oehlerking, CEO of IT&E

All winning entries can be viewed on IT&E’s CNMI and Guam social media pages.

Winner - IT&E's Choice
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Jonathan Guzman of Guam is the winner of the Samsung Galaxy S20 Ultra in the IT&E Stay

Home Challenge. Guzman’s entry was selected as IT&E’s Choice.  He also received a Nimbus

phone case and one year of free service.

Winner - Most likes



Wei Jia Zhou and Nathan Roppul of  the CNMI are the winners of the Samsung Galaxy S20+ In

the IT&E Stay Home Challenge. Zhou’s and Roppul’s entry received the most likes from fans on

Instagram. They also received a Nimbus phone case and one year of free service.

Winner of random drawing



ABOUT IT&E

IT&E has been delivering connections that matter in Guam and the Marianas for more than 35 years. IT&E is the
leading provider of mobile technology and world-class telecommunications services on the widest 4G LTE data
network.

Jenae Davis of the CNMI is the winner of the Samsung Galaxy S20 in the IT&E Stay Home

Challenge. Davis was selected randomly from all participants in the contest. She also received a

Nimbus phone case and one year of free service.
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